Accurate, reliable and adaptive data form the foundation stone of large-scale simulation system and data quality becomes one of the most important measures weighing the reliability of simulation system. This paper firstly establishes an index system of data quality evaluation for large-scale simulation system which uses the six-grade scale method to mark and calculate weights of indexes, then draws out the curve between investments and quality index values by Pearl forecasting model, and lastly gets the optimized outlay distribution based on GA upon the condition of fixed total investment, realizing the continuous improvement of data quality and helping to the promotion of reliability for large-scale simulation system.
INTRODUCTION
Data VV&C (Verification, Validation and Certification) is to make sure that the data is suitable for a particular application. In theory, all the data used in the modelling and simulation should go through VV&C. However, under the given cost and time constraints, all data VV&C is not realistic because of the huge amount of data [1] . Therefore needs to be carefully planned to confirm the key data unit and give priority to the development of VV&C; that is given priority to verify, validate which will directly affect the data of model performance. Data quality problems of settlement is not an overnight thing, there is no permanent solution. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the study on the continuous improvement model of data quality.
Due to human resources, expense and schedule constraints, the need to consider these factors in the development of data VV&C, phased input resources, to promote the steady improvement of the data quality. Firstly in this paper was received influence of data quality index under the different investment by the field experts, then obtained the curve between investment and quality index values by Pearl prediction function fitting, based on the genetic algorithm to get funds allocation model under a certainty total amount of investment so as to achieve large-scale simulation system data quality improve in the end.
EVALUATION OF DATA QUALITY

Establishment of Index System
The index system is to complete a research objective and consists of a number of interrelated index group, its establishment not only to clear indicator system composed of what kind of index, and to determine the index, namely index structure. On the basis of the theory of data quality, we have attention comprehensive index of data acquisition difficulty.
After the determination of the index system, AHP method is used to set the weight of each index. Dimensional processing and expert scoring for the each index, determines the index value, finally calculating the data quality value. Data quality assessment is in order to understand the comprehensive status of large-scale simulation system data quality.
Based on hierarchical decomposition method, the data quality assessment of large-scale simulation system was decomposed to three first level indicators, namely intrinsic quality, application quality and expression quality. Intrinsic quality is refers to the data inherent quality, which second level indexes including correctness (no error), objectivity, credibility, authoritative, precision and accuracy.
The application quality stressed the need to combine specific simulation application environment to consider the quality of the data, that is to say, the data must be associated with an application, timely, comprehensive, the data amount is appropriate, thus to add increment ability value, its second level indexes including correlation, increment ability, timeliness, comprehensiveness, data amount is appropriate. The second level indexes of quality expression is included explicable, intelligible, simplicity, consistency [2] . The index system of data quality is as shown in Table 1 . 
Determination of Index Weight
At present, there are many methods on determining the index weight. According to the source of the primitive data when calculating the weight coefficient, these methods can be divided into two categories: subjective and objective weighting method.
The subjective weighting method is a kind of method which calculating the index weight based on the subjective experience and judgment of decision makers. The characteristics of subjective weighting method are the weight of each evaluation index is determined by experts according to experience and the actual judgment.
In practical application, if the selected experts can reasonably determine the sort of indexes, although it is not accurate to determine the weight coefficient of each index, but also to a certain extent, to meet the important degree of each index given the weight coefficient of the order, so as to achieve the evaluation requirements. Therefore, the subjective weighting method is still a main method which determining the index weight coefficient in the comprehensive evaluation.
Objective weighting method refers to the objective information provided by the decision matrix, and it is a method of determining index weights using a particular rule. The objective weighting method is mainly based on the actual data provided by the decision matrix to give the weight coefficient, so the weight coefficient is objective. But the biggest drawback of this weighting method is sometimes the index weight inconsistent with the actual, that the most important index do not own the largest weighting coefficient, but unimportant index may have a larger weight coefficient.
In spite of this, from the perspective of respecting the original data, the objective weighting method is still a kind of better method.
Invited 9 experts and data VV&C personnel to use the six scale method for large-scale simulation system data quality index system weight scoring, after a certain calculation to get the weight of each index is shown in Table 1 .
DATA FITTING MODEL BASED ON PEARL CURVE FUNCTION
The field experts and data VV&C personnel on the basis of the detailed analysis in large-scale simulation system data needs and data sources, through the Delphi method obtained for each quality index to carry out the VV&C activities of the investment income such as table 2, which data sequence x expressed investment intensity (unit: million yuan), the data sequence y expressed corresponding data quality index value (range of normalized to the interval [0,1]).
Due to the growth of data life cycle can be divided into growth period, the retention period, decline period and restructuring period, so 15 indicators in Table 2 to follow the life cycle can be through the data quality index value to reflect. In the process of growth forecast, the normal development followed the Pierre curve function model [3] . Pearl Curve used for biological reproduction, population development statistics. It can also be used to analysis and prediction of the life cycle, the function such as formula (1): Using Matlab to fit the source code ws as follows: Xdata=[5.00,6.00,7.00,8.00,9.00,10.00]'; Ydata=[0.760,0.800,0.820,0.830,0.840,0.850]'; Ffun=fittype('1/(p1+p2*exp(-p3*x))'); Result=fit(Xdata, Ydata, Ffun); Thus the value of P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 can be obtained. Using pearl curve refer to table 2 can be obtained relevant parameters which are shown in Table 3 , the fitting error of the index value A 11 is shown in Table 4 , and the fitting curve of the index value A 11 as shown in Figure 1 . The fitting errors and fitting curves of other indexes are no longer given here. In Figure 1 , the horizontal X coordinates is the VV&C funds investment, the vertical coordinate Y is its data quality value. That is to say, the experts give a number of discrete data (funding, the quality of the data value), the peal growth function can be used to fit the continuous function relationship between the funding and the data quality value. Figure " *" point is the data given by experts, and the curve is the results by the Pierre growth function fitting. From the curve can be directly seen the relationship between funding strength and data quality. 
OPTIMAL ALLOCATION MODEL OF FUNDS BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM Basic Principle of Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm [4] is a algorithm based on space searching, through natural selection, genetic, variation operation and the theory of Darwin's adaptation survival fittest, and simulated the natural evolution process to find the answer of problem. Therefore, the solving process of the genetic algorithm can also be seen as optimization process. Genetic algorithm has the following characteristics:
(a) Genetic algorithm is the coding of the parameter set rather than the evolution of the parameter itself;
(b) Genetic algorithm searching starts with the problem of the coding group rather than a single solution;
(c) Genetic algorithm uses the fitness information of the objective function to guide the search;
(d) Genetic algorithm uses the selection, crossover, mutation and other operators rather than using deterministic rules for random operation.
The key elements of the basic genetic algorithm are: chromosome coding, individual fitness evaluation, genetic operators (selection, crossover, mutation and genetic parameter settings) and so on.
(a) Chromosome coding method The basic genetic algorithm is using fixed length binary strings of symbols or floating point numbers to represent an individual in a group. Each individual gene values in the initial population can available random number generation with evenly distributed.
(b) Individual fitness evaluation The basic genetic algorithm is decide to the chance of current population in each individual genetic to the next generation population according to a probability proportional with the fitness of an individual. In order to calculate correctly the probability, here to request all of an individual's fitness must be positive or zero.
(c) The basic genetic algorithm using the following three kinds of genetic operators ①Selection operation using the proportional selection operator; ②Cross operation using single point crossover operator; ③The mutation operator uses the basic bit mutation operator or the uniform mutation operator.
(d) The operating parameters of the basic genetic algorithm The basic genetic algorithm has four operating parameters need to set in advance:
①N：Group size, that is the number of individuals in a group, generally taken to be 50 ~ 100. Because the initial group is the starting point of the genetic algorithm search optimization, the larger the population size, the wider the search scope, the longer the genetic operation time of each generation; On the contrary, the smaller the size of the group, the computing time of each generation is shortened, but the scope of the search becomes smaller.
②G：The termination evolution algebra of genetic algorithm, generally taken ③ c p ：The cross probability, generally taken ④ m p ：The mutation probability, generally taken to be 0.05 ~ 0.15; The genetic algorithm is similar to the natural evolution, and it can solve the problem by looking for an excellent chromosome with acting on genes. In the genetic algorithm, digital coding of randomly generated by a plurality of problem solving, namely chromosome, forming initial population;
Through fitness function to each individual a numerical evaluation, eliminate low fitness individuals, select high fitness individuals to participate in genetic operation, after the operation of the genetic algorithm to form a new group of individuals.
(2) First substitute formula (2) into formula (1), each secondary index value was obtained by computing with fitting parameters P 1 , P 2 , P 3 in Table 3 ; Then the first level index values can be obtained according to each secondary index weight in Table 2 ; Lastly the total data quality value can be obtained according to the first level index weight in table 2, namely this value is the fitness of the gene.
Optimization Process and Results
According to the above ideas, the optimization algorithm was achieved with VC++, and the main function of the code framework is as follows: generation=0; //Initial evolution algebra initialize( ); //Initialize each variable evaluate( ); // Evaluate the adaptation degree keep_the_best( ); // Reserve optimal individual while(generation<MAXGENS) //Evolution to max algebra is terminated { generation++; // Evolutionary algebra plus 1 select( ); //Perform selection operation crossover( ); // Execute cross operation mutate( ); // Perform mutation operation report( ); // Record optimization results evaluate( ); // Evaluate the adaptation degree of each individual elitist( ); // Retain the elite, replace the worst individual } The optimization results were calculated under the 500 thousand investment, which as shown in Table 5 .
In the iterative process of genetic algorithm, the average quality of the first generation solution was 0.705, and the optimal quality of the final solution was 0.7925, which was improved by 12.4%. 
CONCLUSION
This paper established a data quality evaluation index system of large-scale simulation system, first of all through the six scale method to calculate the weight of evaluation index, and then by Pierre curve function fitting out relationship between the investment strength and the data quality, at last the optimization of the funds allocation was realized under definite total amount of investment based on the fund allocation model of genetic algorithm, and promoted the continuous improvement of the data quality, further improved credibility of the large-scale large simulation system.
